SERVER1.Network Community Guidelines for StepChallenge.Net
SERVER1 is dedicated to providing a fun and safe way to step together on the internet, therefore
it’s important to be mindful of your fellow human. To that end, we’ve set up a few guidelines
that we ask you follow and that we will follow to ensure fairness. Thanks for helping us make
SERVER1 a positive experience for everyone!
Keep Nicknames Friendly: The purpose of Nicknames is to add a bit of fun to our online lives,
so keep your nickname friendly and not ugly, sexist or unacceptable as others may perceive it.
Respect Privacy: It’s important to respect and honor the privacy and consent of the individuals
using Server1. Make sure you’re authorized to use any content from the appropriate people
before you post, share or make available to anyone, or any entity in any format. You do not have
the rights to share, sell or make available to anyone or any entity, for any reason someone else’s
content.
Credit the Community: People work hard to make their steps or other services we provide, and
we want to make sure they get their proper dues. Help us support the community by using
SERVER1’s share tools to make sure that the original creator is getting credit for the work.
Sharing: Sharing is great but you must get permission from the other Server1 user before
proceeding to use their images, nickname or results in any format or in any way.
Badges: Step badges are awarded when you reach an achievement of over 5000 steps per day.
Badges start at 5k and then 10k,20k – 100k steps per day. If you would like a badge to show off
your achievement, email ouroffice@server1.network and we will attach a badge to your account.
If you achieve more than 30000 steps in a day, Server1 requires a screenshot of your device
showing the date of the achievement with a thumbs up in the shot OR a screen shot of the weekly
steps with that date and a thumbs up in the image as verification of such a high achievement.
Screen shots can be of your mobile device or desktop. In some instances where high stakes
challenges are running, you may be asked by other challengers to provide proof of such an
achievement. This can be understandable when large steps per day are achieved. In the event of a
conflict where competitors need proof of the steps, you will be asked to provide two screen shots
of the week from your mobile device or desktop with the date of the week showing you achieved
the steps and not someone else. If the event you are unwilling to provide the images, SERVER1
will revoke the badge in fairness to all challengers. Your permission to post the screenshots will
be required and SERVER1 will provide a URL link for all challengers to view these images. The
images will show your nickname and steps. No other identifiable information will be shown
unless you provide such proof. Submitting such proof gives SERVER1 permission to post the
images. SERVER1 is not responsible for those images being copied and distributed elsewhere in
the world, however they may be used.
Entering Steps in a Timely manner: You must enter steps within 30 days of the current date or
forever have them as entered as zero. Regional step counts are calculated weekly going back 30
days to allow everyone to get their steps in. If your steps are not entered, they cannot be entered
later and are lost. For fairness to all users, SERVER1 will not allow steps to be entered that at

over 30 days old to prevent users from going back into the past and entering steps to change their
position in regional challenges. This provides fairness to all users. If you are in a challenge,
SERVER1 notifies all users by email daily to enter their steps. When a challenges ends, you have
24 hours grace period to enter steps or receive zero steps for the missed days. This provides
results in a timely manner so another challenges can be started or joined with.
Entering High Step Counts: We love to give credit where credit is due. When you try to enter
steps over 29999, you will be prompted to provide us a screenshot with the watch and a thumbs
up for proof of your achievement. This provides fairness to all users and allows us to show
badges alongside your profile picture. If you enter a high step count in a challenge, please take a
picture of your watch with a thumbs up in the image and email it to ouroffice@server1.network
along with your account ID, (B_ seen on your cell or desktop), or we will figure it out from your
email address. SERVER1 will get the steps entered ASAP and make sure you are credited for
your achievement.
Pornography & Explicit Nudity: You can’t upload anything that depicts any form of sex act or
other sexually explicit material. Straight up: Your GIFs or images can’t show any explicit nudity
at all. Sorry! In general, if it’s not something that you’d show your mom, don’t upload or create
it on SERVER1.
Violence: Any GIFS or images that portray real death, mutilation, gore, or assault are not
permitted.
Self-Harm: You can’t create, upload, or share anything that encourages or promotes self-harm.
This includes activities or behavior related to suicide, self-mutilation, or eating disorders.
Animal Cruelty: Absolutely no GIFS or images of animals being harmed or abused are
permitted. Period.
Bullying, Stalking, Harassment, or Threats: You can’t create, upload, GIFS or images to
bully, harass, or threaten another individual.
Hate Speech: GIFs and images are meant for everyone, so we don’t allow any that slander,
demean, or belittle another group or person based upon their race, religion, gender, or sexual
orientation. Those are a definite no.
Illegal Activity: Don’t create, upload, or share GIFs and images of illegal activity on SERVER1.
You also can’t use SERVER1 to engage in or promote illegal activity.
Private Information: You can’t create, upload, or share nicknames or images that reveal any
private or sensitive information about another person. This includes things such as addresses,
phone numbers, passwords, and anything else that could be considered personal or identifying.
Spam: Making GIFs and images that advertise your businesses for your own marketing purposes
is perfectly fine; however, you cannot use inaccurate tags to try to make your GIFs appear in
search results that are not related to your business or promotion.

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT: If you’ve had your copyrighted material used to create a
GIF or image on SERVER1 without permission, click the `Email me’ image on the Server1
home page or contact us here to find it. Please enclose the user name or nickname in use. Email
us at ouroffice@server1.network along with a screen shot of the image in question. The issue
will be handled according to our copyright policy found here.
Violating any of these rules may result in the removal of your content, the suspension of your
account, or you may be banned from using SERVER1 indefinitely. We don’t like doing that, so
please respect these rules and help us keep SERVER1 an awesome place for all of our
community.
To Flag a GIF or image you think is violating these guidelines:
Click the `Email me’ image on the Server1 home page or contact us here to find it.
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